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Introduction
• There is growing disconnect between the citizen and state, which is seen as increasingly unable 

to provide for public needs.

• Wealth is highly unequally distributed, and the share of total wealth that is publicly owned has 
fallen sharply.

• Public assets have been badly managed in the past.

• We are proposing a new type of collectively owned investment vehicle aimed at social goals and 
held in trust for all.

• By spreading the ownership of part of the economy to all and ensuring that some of the gains 
from economic activity are equally shared across society, the funds would be a powerful  
pro-equality instrument.

1. What are Social Wealth Funds?
• There has been a rapid growth in the number of Sovereign Wealth Funds, set up by governments 

to invest the proceeds from natural resources or trade surpluses. However, the majority of these 
funds lack social goals, transparent management, or public participation.

• We propose three alternative approaches – which we call Social Wealth Funds – though each 
comes with different aims and structures.

-   First, a Citizens’ Wealth Fund. This would be a fund wholly independent of the Government 
and owned directly by citizens, with the goal of spreading the ownership of wealth and giving 
everyone a direct stake in the economy. The Fund’s returns would be used to make cash 
payments to all citizens.

-   Second, Social Investment Wealth Funds. These would provide a path to increasing access to 
universal basic services, for example to help finance free adult social care, on the same basis 
as National Health Service (NHS) services.

-   Third, Urban Wealth Funds. These would use local public assets – notably land – to achieve 
desirable social goals, especially to boost the supply of social housing.

2. The aims of Social Wealth Funds
• These funds would redress the current imbalance between public and private wealth, thus 

increasing the resources available to all citizens.

• The funds could be structured to address some of the key issues of our time, including the lack 
of affordable housing, the under-funding of adult social care and strengthening the system of 
income support.

• The funds would be a form of national savings that shifts resources from current consumption to 
long-term investment.

• By socialising a growing proportion of corporate and institutional wealth, they would build a  
pro-equality force into the economy.

• Each of the funds would increase intergenerational fairness by transferring some resources from 
current to future generations.
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• Social Investment Funds would provide a steady, predictable and permanent increase in 
spending on key services.

• Urban Land Trusts would consolidate all public development land, aimed at boosting the supply 
of land, reducing its cost and increasing output.

3. The principles of Social Wealth Funds
• The Citizens’ Wealth and Social Investment Funds would be investment funds with the capital 

held in perpetuity on behalf of all citizens and managed by professional fund managers with a 
target rate of return. The Land Trusts would become the owner of public land in perpetuity.

• The funds would be controlled by an independent Board of Guardians, with the support of a 
Citizens’ Advisory Council.

• The funds could only disperse dividends or income at a fixed rate, which ensures that their 
capital is preserved. Any taxes introduced to build the funds should be hypothecated to that 
specific purpose, with the fund ring-fenced from other government spending.

• Their income should be used to fund additional services or cash dividends, not to supplement 
current government budgets.

4. Building a Social Wealth Fund
• To build up a fund of a sufficient size would require a significant investment by society over a 

number of years. We propose as an initial endowment a 30-year bond issue of £50 billion (bn) – 
together with the transfer of £50bn of state assets.

• We assume that the investment fund would grow at a minimum real rate of 4% a year, in line 
with the experience of other major Sovereign Wealth Funds.

• There are three potential sources of annual funding:

-   First, transfers from private wealth through new wealth levies such as an annual and 
progressive levy on all private and commercial property.

-   Second, increased contributions from companies, who are now paying less tax than ever 
before. One possibility would be to require the UK’s top 350 companies to make a modest 
annual share issue of 0.5% into the fund through a scrip tax, thus transferring part of the gains 
that now accrue to private owners across all society.

-   Third, to encourage a sense of ownership, all citizens should make some contribution, for 
example by a 1p increase in employee National Insurance (NI), coupled with the ending of the 
exemption from NI for over-65s.

• Such a level of taxation would reduce current consumption, but would lead to higher 
consumption and a faster growing economy in the future.

• We have modelled several funding alternatives. These show, for example, that an annual £50bn 
injection could create a fund worth £700bn in ten years, rising to £1.7 trillion (tn) after 30 years 
and £2.7tn after 50 years. These would produce dividends in each of those years of £27bn, £66bn 
and £105bn respectively.
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5.  Providing a decent income for all – the Citizens’  
Dividend Fund

• One possibility is for these dividends to be spent on a series of new cash payments to all citizens. 
We propose a two-part payment, including an annual Equal Citizens’ Dividend to all, and a 
Future Generation Grant of £5,000 to all 25-year-olds.

• On the most generous funding proposal, the fund could pay out an annual dividend of £430 per 
person after 10 years and £665 per person after 20 years.

6. Ensuring universal social care – the Social Care Trust Fund
• A Social Care Trust Fund would create a permanent trust fund that, as it grew, could provide the 

long-term funding to make all adult social care, residential and domiciliary, free at the point of 
use.

• The fund would be independently managed and taxes raised would be hypothecated to that end; 
but it could also reduce cost pressures on the NHS and local government funding.

7. Tackling the housing crisis – the Urban Land Trusts
• The high cost of land and lack of enough residential land for building are major contributing 

factors to the current housing crisis, both in limiting supply and increasing prices.

• Urban Land Trusts would take over the main responsibility for supplying land for housing, both 
through consolidating all public development land, and gradually acquiring private land at 
agricultural use values.

• They would have a strong development role, ensuring that enough public housing was built, and 
leasing rather than selling land to private builders with the leasehold income going to improve 
local infrastructure.



Introduction
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There is a crisis in the relationship between the state and the citizen in the UK. The Government is 
increasingly seen as being unable to adequately provide for the basic needs of its citizens. There are 
glaring inequalities of wealth and income, with a disproportionate share of the gains from economic 
activity continuing to be captured by the rich.

The UK is still a wealthy country, but we are failing to use that wealth fully for the benefit of all 
citizens. Since 1970, net private wealth has risen from 300% of the size of the economy to over 
600% today. In contrast, net public wealth (assets minus debt) has fallen steadily from 50% of 
national income to become negative today.1

In this report we argue for a novel approach to tackling some of these problems through a new 
policy instrument – the establishment of one or more collectively held Wealth Funds, which we are 
calling Social Wealth Funds. These funds have the potential to tackle some of the UK’s most pressing 
issues, from providing enough affordable housing, to ensuring universal access to social care and 
strengthening the system of income support.

While our proposals are new to the UK, we are able to draw on a wide range of already-established 
schemes that have successfully implemented elements of this approach.



Section 1

What are Social 
Wealth Funds?
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The most well-known examples of ‘Wealth Funds’ are the Sovereign Wealth Funds – such as the 
Norwegian fund – established by more than 70 countries and holding total assets of over $7tn.  
Many have been established by oil-rich states, or by countries with big export surpluses, mainly to 
manage their economy and balance of payments, without providing direct social benefits to their 
citizens, or any degree of transparency about their funds and how they are dispersed.2

We define Social Wealth Funds as commonly owned investment funds, managed for long-term 
growth, with the returns used explicitly for the benefit of all citizens, including future generations. 
Such funds combine community ownership and social purpose with commercial principles. They 
would help preserve and grow public wealth, thus ensuring a higher level of common ownership 
of national assets in an era of increasingly concentrated private capital ownership, with the 
gains distributed according to agreed social goals. Although established initially by the state, the 
most transformative versions could be wholly owned by citizens and managed independently of 
government for the public good.

Social Wealth Funds differ from most Sovereign Wealth Funds in a number of ways. Social Wealth 
Funds would be transparently managed, provide direct benefits to all citizens, and are kept in trust 
for perpetuity for the public good. Most, though not all, Sovereign Funds are lacking in transparency6 
and are little more than the investment arm of the state with minimal social gain for citizens.

In this report we distinguish between three different models of Social Wealth Funds:

• First, Social Investment Funds. These are permanent investment funds held in perpetuity for 
all and managed in a transparent way for clear social purposes, with the gains used for the 
wider benefit of certain sections of society. One option would be to deliver additional long-
term income for underfunded services. This could help governments improve the longer-term 
management of their budgets for existing services, with the gains mostly going to particular 
groups of citizens such as pensioners or children. An example would be planning for future state 
spending commitments such as State Pensions. Another option would be to use the fund to 
extend the range of universal basic services, such as the provision of free social care. Though 
linked to state spending, a fund established to provide for a new universal service – such as 
social care – would be hypothecated to that purpose and have a strong element of independent 
management.

Norwegian Government Pension Fund Global
The Norwegian Government Pension Fund Global was created in 1990 and is funded by North 
Sea oil revenues. It is the largest Sovereign Wealth Fund in existence. It is currently valued at 
NOK 8,488bn (£754bn, $1.07tn).3

The fund invests in three distinct asset categories to ensure a diversified portfolio: equities, 
bonds and real estate. The fund currently holds 1.3% of global equities but does not hold more 
than 9.8% of any specific company, while holding both corporate and government bonds and 
investing in commercial real estate schemes. The Norges Bank executive committee makes the 
decisions regarding the investment strategy and whether to exclude certain companies, taking 
into account the recommendations of the ethics committee.

The fund generated an annual return of 6.1% between 1998 and 2017.4 After management costs 
and inflation, the annual return was 4.2%.5
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• A second example we call Citizens’ Wealth Funds. These are distinguished from the first model 
in being managed completely independently of the state and being owned directly by citizens. 
Such funds have a very distinct purpose: they are not a means for governments to manage 
budgets and spending commitments. Rather, by spreading the ownership of part of the economy 
to all citizens, they would give citizens a new and direct stake in the economy, and crucially, by 
harnessing existing wealth pools – public and private – would represent a powerful new  
pro-equality instrument. The returns would go directly to citizens through cash payments.

• A third model we call Urban Wealth Funds, which have some characteristics of both models. 
They would be locally controlled and based on the transfer of existing public assets to a trust 
collectively owned and held in perpetuity for all. However, their aim would be to improve the 
provision of key public services, such as social housing and better local infrastructure.

Although most existing Sovereign Wealth Funds serve state goals with minimal transparency and 
direct public benefit, there are a few examples that are close to the definition of Social Wealth 
Funds. They include the Australia Future Fund, set up to pay for future Civil Service pension liabilities 
but since extended to other social services. The Alaska Permanent Fund  – which has paid an 
equal annual dividend to all citizens since 1982 – is the closest of all existing funds to a Citizens’ 
Fund. Although it is a state fund managed and owned by government, it does contain a number of 
characteristics of how such a fund could work. We look in more detail in later sections at the lessons 
we can draw from the experience of other countries in developing Wealth Funds.

What we are proposing
The UK is way behind the curve on this approach to economic and social management. It has yet 
to establish any form of Sovereign or Social Wealth Fund, though there are some examples of small 
local Social Wealth Funds, such as those operating in Shetland and Orkney.7

The Shetland Charitable Trust
The Shetland Charitable Trust started in the mid-1970s when forward thinking leaders of the 
local council negotiated with the oil companies to get disturbance payments for the impact 
of the large facility that would be needed to support oil and gas extraction in the North 
Sea. Initially the council managed the Charitable Trust but in 2003 the Trust became totally 
independent.

The Trust was set up to receive and disburse the money paid by the oil industry to the local 
community. The Shetland Islands’ 23,000 residents are the intended beneficiaries of the trust. 
The original intention was to improve the quality of life for all Shetlanders, and so it can use the 
fund to spend on almost anything that achieves that goal. The fund has also acquired a new 
focus to try to combat inequality in the Shetlands.

The fund has disbursed around £300 million (m) and now holds assets of £232m. The fund is 
set up as a permanent fund – meaning that it seeks to maintain the capital while only drawing 
down on the return. In 2016 the Trust dispersed over £9m to 19 different organisations, ranging 
from the Citizens’ Advice Bureau to Shetland Disability Recreation Club to buses for the elderly 
and disabled.
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There is no reason why the UK could not set up one or more of these models. It could, for example, 
set up a State Investment Fund. It could also set up one or more Social Investment Funds (with some 
similarities to the Australian scheme), with the aim of helping to pay for future public services or 
perhaps extending the range of universal public services – from social care to child care – which 
which would be ring fenced from the general government budget to meet a specific need.

To illustrate the potential in the UK, this report examines in detail three quite distinctive approaches:

• First, a Citizens’ Dividend Fund owned directly by citizens and managed on their behalf by a 
Board of Guardians, aimed at providing cash payments to citizens. This would be the most 
radical of the options as it would involve transferring power from government to an independent 
board over part of the national finances, shifting parts of the national wealth pool into the fund 
and, crucially, developing a new set of cash payments rather than developing existing public 
services.

• Second, a version of a Social Investment Fund that would aim to create a separate Social Care 
Trust Fund. This permanent fund, built on hypothecated taxation, would aim to ensure that social 
care became a universal basic service.

• Third, a series of Urban Land Trusts. Their aim would be to retain and develop public land for 
social housing.

In each illustration, as a society we would be saving now to put aside resources for the future. This 
is vital to ensure intergenerational equity, as the next generation will face growing demands on 
services while the ability to fund them will be more challenging. These funds come with different 
roles and potential impact. But each of the proposed models would help reshape the relationship 
between citizens, the state and the economy, modernise part of the welfare system for the twenty-
first century, and offer a fundamental shift in the way we manage our economy for the benefit of all. 
The proposed funds are aimed at making a real difference in three key areas of public policy: steps 
to a decent income for all; a better system of social care, free at the point of use; and a significant 
increase in affordable housing.

The Citizens’ Dividend Fund would provide a modest dividend to everyone and a ‘next generation’ 
grant of £5,000 to each citizen at age 25; it also has the potential, as the fund grows, to form the 
foundation of a more comprehensive Universal Basic Income. The Social Care Trust Fund would aim 
to fully fund adult social care, removing the inadequacies and unfairness of the current system 
and fostering intergenerational redistribution. The Urban Land Trust would make use of public 
development land to kick-start the building of more social housing by tackling the shortage, and high 
cost, of land for development.

It is important to note that, at least initially, there would not be enough resources – from public 
assets to new tax levies – to create both a Citizens’ Dividend Fund paying a cash dividend and a 
Social Care Trust Fund at significant levels. The Urban Land Trusts, which would be endowed with 
their own distinct source of funding from particular public assets, could, however, become operable 
ahead of the larger investment-based Social Wealth Funds.
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Managing the UK’s public assets
Explicit to the creation of all three models is the need to improve our management of publicly owned 
assets. The UK has a poor record in the stewardship of its public assets in recent decades. We could 
have used these assets to build one or more funds in the 1980s. North Sea oil could have been used, 
as it was in Norway, to set up a large Wealth Fund with explicit social goals. Instead, governments 
have used this revenue, a total of £189bn (worth far more in today’s prices), to fund current 
consumption such as tax cuts.8 None of the proceeds from privatising state-owned companies, from 
British Telecom to British Gas, which raised £126bn, were put aside for investment.9 This contrasts 
with Australia, which used the privatisation of its state telecoms company to fund its Future Fund. 
Little of the money received by the UK Treasury from selling council houses since its inception in 
1980 has been invested in building more housing. Further, since the mid 1970s around 2m hectares of 
public land has been privatised, raising about £400bn in today’s prices.10

Nevertheless, although former national assets have been depleted, the UK still has a sizeable public 
asset base. Today, as shown in Table 1, the level of public wealth, on the official definition, stands at 
£1.7tn, around 12% of the value of national wealth of some £14tn.

Table 1: Wealth in the UK 2015/16.

Source: Whole of Government Accounts11 and ONS Blue Book.12

 

£ trillion Percentage of total wealth

Privately owned wealth 12.0 87%

Publicly/socially owned wealth 1.7 13%

Total 13.8 100%
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As shown in Figure 1, most existing public wealth is held in the form of land, property and 
infrastructure that should be retained as public assets. Moreover, our own estimates suggest that 
the government has undervalued public sector wealth by up to £1tn, and the true total is between 
£2.2–£2.5tn. We propose that some of these undervalued assets, especially undeveloped land and 
state-owned enterprises, should play a central role in helping to build both the Urban Land Trusts and 
the other Social Wealth Funds.13

Figure 1: Public wealth in the UK by category (£bn).

Source: HM Treasury, Whole of Government Accounts 2015–16, 2017.

In the next two sections we examine the aims and principles of Social Wealth Funds, and how they 
might operate, before turning to an examination of how to build a UK Social Wealth Fund.
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As well as offering a powerful and progressive way of managing part of the national wealth, Social 
Wealth Funds can play a number of different roles in society. They can store and build public assets, 
redistribute the gains from economic activity and, by more direct linking of revenue and spending, 
boost public support for social spending.

Social Wealth Funds have a number of key objectives:

• Tackling inequality directly by reducing the extreme concentration of the ownership of wealth 
and capital and raising the level of social ownership of the productive base of the economy.

• Creating a more equitable intergenerational distribution.

• Tackling the current bias of implementing short-term fixes to deal with long-term problems.

• Contributing to the progressive reform of the current model of corporate capitalism by fostering 
inclusive growth and providing a counter to the power of private capital.

• Boosting the size of public assets, improving the public sector balance sheet.

Different models achieve these goals in different ways and to different degrees. Each of the three 
examples examined here have embedded long-term goals. Each of them would build the level of 
publicly owned assets. By preserving part of the national wealth base in trust, all three models 
embrace the goal of intergenerational equity. In addition, the Social Care Fund is designed to help 
solve the current crisis in a key area of social policy. The Urban Land Trust would retain and grow 
a large portion of the existing public asset base and use it to help resolve the growing shortage of 
social housing.

The model that perhaps embraces these goals most comprehensively is the Citizens’ Wealth Fund. 
This model would ensure that some of the gains from economic activity are pooled and shared 
among all citizens (current and future). It would operate like a giant community-owned unit trust, a 
professionally invested portfolio of assets, with the gains accruing to all citizens. By locking in part of 
the gains from growth in this way, it would put meat on the bones of the much-debated but elusive 
goal of ‘inclusive growth’.

Tackling inequality
One of the fundamental aims of a Social Wealth Fund is to ensure that at least part of the gains 
from economic activity are pooled and shared among all citizens and, crucially, across generations. 
This is most directly achieved in our model of the Citizens’ Wealth Fund.

Rising inequality in the last three decades has been driven by two key trends. First, the steady rise in 
the share of national income accruing to capital at the expense of labour.14 The club of rich nations, 
the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), has shown that the ‘labour 
share of national income [across 20 advanced countries] fell from 66.1% to 61.7%’ between 1990 
and 2009.15

Second, the increasing concentration of the ownership of capital. In the UK, wealth is much more 
concentrated than income: a tenth of households own 45% of the nation’s wealth, while the least 
wealthy half of all households own just 9%; financial wealth, such as shares, is even more heavily 
concentrated – the top tenth own 70% of it.16 Because of such concentration (Figure 2), the returns 
from ownership (in dividends, rent and interest) accrue disproportionally to those who are already 
rich.
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Figure 2: Comparing income and wealth inequality.

Source: C. Roberts and M. Lawrence, Wealth in the Twenty-First Century, IPPR, 2017.

One of the key drivers of the level of national inequality is the balance between private and public 
wealth. As the authors of the influential World Inequality Report have argued, the ‘very large transfers 
of public to private wealth’ since 1980 have been a key determinant of rising wealth concentrations. 
The decline in the level of net public wealth to today’s negative level, according to the report, ‘limits 
the ability of governments to mitigate inequality’.17 Because of this, it will not be possible to make a 
serious dent in today’s heightened levels of inequality without policies that boost the share of public 
wealth in national wealth.

The French economist Thomas Piketty has described today’s dominant economic model as 
operating a ‘fundamental force for divergence’.18 The Citizens’ Wealth Fund would create a new 
‘counter-force for convergence’.19

Promoting fairness between the generations
A second goal would be to cap and reduce growing intergenerational inequities. Today’s younger 
generations hold less wealth at each point in life than earlier generations: ‘a typical adult born 
during 1981–85 had half as much total net wealth at age 30 as a typical adult at the same age five 
years before them.’20 Today, 34% of 16- to 34-year-olds and 77% of the over-65s are home owners, 
compared with rates of 54% and 63% in 1996.

Our proposals would aim to tackle these issues in several ways. First, they would each use existing 
public sector assets, thus preserving and growing such assets. In the case of the proposed Urban 
Land Trusts, this approach would be used as a springboard to kick-start the housing market through 
a new series of Urban Land Trusts.

Second, a Social Investment Fund could help to ensure an adequate level of public spending on key 
services such as social care in the future, when demand will be higher and tax income lower, through 
a phased transfer of a small part of the current stock of private wealth that is disproportionately 
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owned by wealthier older generations – baby boomers (those born between 1946 and 1965) hold half 
of household wealth.

Finally, the Citizens’ Wealth Fund could provide a substantial one-off cash dividend to young people 
to improve their life chances, for example by investing in their education or training. It might not be 
possible to achieve all these goals at once, and it would be a political choice as to which should take 
first priority.

Long-term thinking
A third strength is that this new economic instrument would embed longer-term thinking into social 
and economic policy. Policy in the UK has been dominated by short-termism, boosting immediate 
levels of consumption at the expense of higher future levels of prosperity. The proceeds of North 
Sea oil were used almost wholly to feed current consumption, as were the financial flows from 
privatisation, thus concentrating the gains among a single generation. The £75bn21 proceeds from 
council house sales from the early 1980s could have been reinvested, while successive governments 
have ducked tricky political issues such as the funding of social care. We plan for today but not 
tomorrow.

By introducing a higher degree of collective saving, such funds would ensure a better balance 
between current consumption and building for the future. A permanent Citizens’ Wealth Fund – with 
only an agreed proportion of the gains spent each year – would explicitly recognise the trade-offs 
involved, while offering a new vision for a more progressive and robust future. They would take time to 
build, and would not be in a position to pay out fully for a number of years, with the size of the fund 
continuing to grow each year both before and after payment begins. Central to the concept is that 
we are taking time to build a better future society and economy.

Remodelling capitalism
Fourth, both the Citizens’ Wealth Fund and the Urban Land Trusts could play a key role in the 
reform of the current economic model. Provided they are managed with transparency and at arm’s 
length from the state, they offer a new tool for social democracy and partial reform of corporate 
capitalism. They represent a twenty-first century alternative to the top-down statism of old-style 
nationalisation and the recent fashion for rampant privatisation and uncontrolled markets. While 
nationalisation involves the public ownership of a complete industry, this approach gives society a 
stake in a much larger portion of the economy. This would represent a new social contract between 
citizen, state and market, updating the 1945 contract. It would contribute to the construction, over 
time, of a real property-owning democracy, in which all households own a part of the economy.

All sections of society would have a clear vested interest in capital’s success, and, for the first time, 
benefit directly from the returns it generates. In return for this new buy-in, capital would play its part 
by contributing to the development of the fund. To cement this new relationship it is important that 
the funds grow to represent a significant part of national economic wealth. We detail how this could 
be done in Section 4.



Section 3

The principles of 
Social Wealth Funds
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There are several key criteria for the design, management and governance of Social Wealth Funds 
that will ensure they meet their social objectives of long-term investment for the public benefit.

These principles are vital to gaining public buy-in for these funds – which is essential if they are to 
be sustainable over several generations and across all political parties. A key objective is to ensure 
that all citizens have a sense of ownership of the funds, and believe that their contributions are 
being used for shared social objectives for the good of all in the long term. Some models of Social 
Wealth Funds – such as to finance public investment or long-term pension commitments – would 
continue to be owned and managed by the state. Below we outline the principles that apply to all the 
illustrative models – although to differing degrees – set out in later sections.

Governance
1.   Although the funds would be established by the state, they would be managed independently of 

government, though the model of independence would vary between the different funds. To reduce 
the risk of Treasury interference or ‘raiding’ of funds, they would need to be legally ring-fenced. This 
is vital to ensure the long-term objectives of the fund for intergenerational redistribution, and to 
ensure public support for the specific objectives of the fund.

2.   The funds would be managed by a Board of Guardians, including representatives of government, 
business, trade unions and the public. The Board of Guardians would have overall responsibility for 
the financial viability of the fund, and produce a long-term evaluation every year of the projected 
future income and expenditure of the fund.

3.   The Board of Guardians would also be responsible for setting the investment objectives of the 
fund, including social and ethical criteria for investment, and goals of transparency and full public 
disclosure, in accord with the widely accepted principles for governing Sovereign Wealth Funds.22

Investment decisions
4.   The rules governing investment criteria would be set by the Board, including the expected rate of 

return. Based on the experience of existing large Sovereign Wealth Funds, a long-term return of 
4% (in real terms) is a reasonable objective.

5.   Day-to-day management would be undertaken by professional fund managers on a pooled basis. 
The managers would be free to invest in all asset classes around the world – from private and 
public equity to infrastructure, property, venture capital and direct lending. Their aim would be to 
maximise total return, subject to the ethical criteria set by the Board.

6.   The Social Wealth Funds could create several ring-fenced sub-funds with different social 
objectives and with income from several sources, but with pooled collective management of 
investments.

7.   There would need to be a mechanism to ensure public involvement in design, goals, funding and 
disbursement. Possibilities include the creation of an Ethical Advisory Board; or, more ambitiously, 
the creation of a Citizens’ Council to advise the Board, similar to a Citizens’ Economic Council 
suggested by the Royal Society of Arts.23
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Distribution
8.   To ensure the funds are permanent, there would need to be explicit rules on annual payouts, to 

ensure they do not exceed the annual return. With part of the returns reinvested and a cap on the 
percentage used for spending, a Wealth Fund could build – from investment returns and ongoing 
revenue injections – to represent a growing proportion of the economy. The trade-off between 
continued growth and a larger payout needs to be explicitly considered by the Board.

9.   In order to grow to a size that would make a significant contribution to its wider goals, funds would 
only begin to distribute benefits after attaining a given size. This is likely to mean a period of at 
least 10 years. A rule is also needed on the proportion of annual returns that are re-invested – to 
ensure continuing growth of its assets – and the proportion that is paid out.

Funding
10.  Some existing Sovereign Wealth Funds with social objectives have been funded by taxing the 

exploitation of natural resources, mostly oil, or by the proceeds of privatisation. The UK no longer 
has this option.

11.  The UK still has substantial public assets of land, infrastructure and property, as well as a range 
of commercial state-owned industries. The best way to use these for the public good would be 
to use state-owned development land to provide land for housing, rather than sell it off and turn 
it into a financial asset. Some public financial assets – including some state-owned industries – 
could become part of the initial endowment of a Social Investment or Citizens’ Wealth Fund.

12.  To grow to a substantial size, the funds will need regular contributions from tax revenues, notably 
from taxation of wealth.

The contribution principle
13.  Hypothecated taxes would be a key element, which would help generate public support by making 

explicit the link between tax contributions and future benefits.

14.  All citizens during their working lives should make at least some contribution to the fund, but the 
largest burden should fall on those with the broadest shoulders.

15.  The widely accepted National Insurance principle – that individuals each pay in a contribution in 
return for defined benefits – could be a useful approach for justifying individual contributions.

16.  There should also be a link between increased taxes on wealth and the specific benefits being 
paid out by the fund. Increased taxes on wealth would help tackle intergenerational inequality.

Governing Urban Land Trusts
17.  The proposed Urban Land Trusts established to manage public land and property would not be 

investment funds, although they would hold and manage land assets for the public good.

18.  The management principles would follow many of the same guidelines outlined above, including 
full transparency and some democratic control, and ring-fencing of assets that are owned in 
perpetuity for the good of all.

19.  As a series of local or regional funds, it is important to develop more innovative ways of engaging 
with the public and fostering their sense of ownership of their local public assets.



Section 4

Building a Social  
Wealth Fund
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Creating a fund large enough to have an impact would take time, and a substantial economic 
contribution from across society would need to be drawn on.

Having spent the receipts from North Sea oil and ongoing privatisation, a fund would need to be 
financed from other sources: an initial endowment through government borrowing and the transfer of 
some public assets; from new levies and taxes, particularly on corporate and household wealth; and 
from a citizens’ contribution.

Underlying this approach, one built on the idea of a new compact between the state and citizens, 
is a need for fundamental change in the debate around tax. This needs to challenge the way recent 
governments have prioritised tax cuts over long-term investment, and encouraged citizens to believe 
that taxes are a burden to be reduced, rather than the means to a better and fairer society.

In order to minimise the wider fiscal consequences, the bulk of the proposed new revenue from 
taxation will come from new taxes rather than the transfer of revenue from existing taxes.

So, how big a fund could be created using this mix of funding proposals, how quickly could it start 
paying out and just how big could it eventually grow?

We set out proposals for funding sufficient to launch substantial payouts in year 10, based on 
an initial endowment of £100bn and an annual tax contribution of £50bn. As well as some state 
assets, this plan would draw heavily on existing corporate, institutional and household wealth pools 
– an approach that would aim to capture and redistribute part of the unearned private wealth 
accumulation of recent decades. This would ensure that new taxes and levies are progressive, so 
that the burden is borne most heavily by those with substantial wealth. Relying heavily on new taxes 
on wealth has another merit. Existing national wealth pools – especially those held in property – 
currently play a very passive or even negative role in the economy. One of the gains of this proposal 
is that the wealth pool could be made to work more effectively for society.

Endowing the fund
The rate of accumulation of the fund could be boosted by an initial endowment of £100bn. This 
comes from the issue of a long-term £50bn government bond, and a further £50bn from the transfer 
of some public assets.

The logic of borrowing to create a fund is that, in return for the repayment of the loan, society will 
build a valuable asset (a portfolio of financial and other assets) that will be permanent and continue 
to grow over time. At today’s historically low interest rates, the returns on investing such sums should 
well exceed the cost of borrowing. Using the Whole of Government Accounts methodology, there 
would be a potential improvement in the public sector balance sheet, as the additional liability would 
be more than matched, over time, by the size of the new asset.
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A similar method – the issuing of long-term fixed government loans – was used to finance the 
building of the New Towns from the late 1940s. A similar proposal to finance a social investment 
Sovereign Wealth Fund has been made by the fund managers M&G investments24 and by the Royal 
Society of Arts in their proposal for a Universal Basic Opportunity Fund.25

A second source for the endowment would be the transfer of £50bn worth of existing publicly owned 
assets. Instead of the government’s planned sale of state held shares – such as in RBS – there is a 
strong long-term case to transfer them to the new fund. In addition, several highly commercial state-
owned companies such as the Land Registry, Ordnance Survey and the Commonwealth Development 
Corporation could also be transferred into the fund. If £50bn worth of such assets were held in the 
fund, it would enjoy annual revenue, assuming a 4% real annual return, of £2bn per annum (pa).26

In addition to the endowment, it would be necessary to provide annual finance for the fund from new 
taxes and levies. Below we illustrate one possible way to raise £50bn per year to transfer into the 
fund.

The citizens’ contribution
To ensure a sense of ownership, it is important that all adults make some contribution. To achieve 
this, we propose an increase in employee National Insurance contributions with the revenue 
earmarked for the fund. In addition, we propose an extension of National Insurance contributions to 
those aged over 65, a change advocated by the Intergenerational Foundation as a way of improving 
intergenerational fairness.27

A 1p increase in National Insurance for employees raises £4bn a year, and the extension of National 
Insurance contributions to those over 65 could raise an additional £2bn pa.28 It would need to be 
made clear that these additional contributions would be earmarked and ring-fenced for the fund. We 
might also want to consider further hypothecated increases to support the Social Care Trust Fund, 
where there is public support for paying more for the NHS and social care. Gordon Brown’s move to 
increase National Insurance payments to fund the NHS had broad support, although there was no 
clear hypothecation of the funds raised.29

Should all borrowing be treated equally?
The way we look at government borrowing – and the public balance sheet – has a major impact 
on government decisions. At the moment, the government focuses on public sector net debt 
(PSND), which only balances liquid assets (cash and other assets that can be easily converted 
into cash) against a limited set of liabilities (loans, deposits, currency and debt securities). But 
there is another official methodology, called the Whole of Government Accounts (WGA), which 
aggregates all asset classes and balances them against all liabilities, including Civil Service 
pensions.

Using the PSND measure, borrowing to endow the fund would be counted as a liability without 
corresponding asset to balance it, since the investments are not likely to be considered liquid. 
However, using the WGA methodology, provided the full value is properly invested, in the 
short term the net public sector balance sheet will not be affected since an equal sized entry 
is placed on both sides of the balance sheet. Over the long term such an investment would 
improve the state of public finances as the liability is paid off while the asset side continues to 
grow.
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Taxes on companies and institutional wealth
There is a strong argument for a contribution to the fund from corporate and institutional wealth, 
especially if used to create a Citizens’ Wealth Fund. Tax revenue from companies has declined 
sharply in recent times while corporations have continued to enjoy significant tax reliefs, despite the 
scant evidence that these have contributed to higher productivity or a healthier corporate sector.

The Corporation Tax rate fell from 28% in 2010 to 19% in 2017, and is set to fall to 18% in 2020. 
Corporation Tax receipts have fallen from a pre-recession high of 3.2% of national income to a 
predicted 2.6% in 2016/17.30

One possibility would be to raise revenue for the fund through the dilution of existing corporate 
ownership. A scrip tax, with the UK’s top 350 companies making a modest annual share issue – of, 
say, 0.5% – would yield some £12bn worth of shares a year into the fund. A limit would be placed on 
this transfer of, say, 10%, which would mean the fund would grow more slowly after 20 years.

This approach would have an especially strong impact on reducing inequality, since part of the 
gains that now accrue to private owners would be shared across society. After a decade, the fund 
would own 5% of the stock of corporate capital. Socialising part of the ownership of companies in 
this way could be seen as an extension of company-based employee ownership and profit-sharing 
schemes already operated by some companies, with the benefits distributed collectively rather 
than to individual employees. This would dilute existing shareholdings but result in no cash outflow 
or liquidity strain on the company, thus leaving company working capital intact.31 A variation on this 
approach – the Wage-Earner Fund – was implemented in Sweden in the early 1980s.

There are other potential revenue sources from large corporations. There is, for example, a case for 
hypothecating the occasional levies on large companies – from corporate fines to one-off taxes 
(paid in shares) on windfall profits – to the fund. Examples of the latter include Geoffrey Howe’s 
special budget levy of around £400m on the banks in 1981; 33 Gordon Brown’s £5bn 1997 windfall tax 
on the ‘excess profits’ of the privatised utilities;34 and the bank levy introduced in 2011 yielding £3bn 
in 2016/17.35 Another possibility would be a new charge – paid in shares – on merger and acquisition 
activity.

Sweden’s Wage-Earner Fund
Perhaps the most radical model of a fund operated in Sweden from 1982 to 1991, as part of the 
country’s attempt to develop their already advanced model of social democracy. The Wage-
Earner Fund, financed through an annual levy on the wealthiest shareholders, was established 
as a direct way of socialising private capital. By the time the fund was dismantled in 1991 by 
the incoming Conservative government, it had grown to represent around 7% of the size of the 
economy.32

The funds were financed, in effect, by a hypothecated tax on that part of wealth held in the 
form of shares, used to finance a collectively owned unit trust. Although the model was highly 
innovative, it was unpopular with business and lacked public support – in part because the fund 
was heavily controlled by the trade unions and the public had no direct stake – and could not 
survive the lack of public buy-in. These are valuable lessons for applying such an approach in 
the UK. 
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Overall, we estimate that these additional levies could raise £10bn annually, while the scrip tax would 
raise £12bn, making the total raised from the corporate sector and institutional wealth £22bn.

Levies and taxes on household wealth
There is a compelling case for an increase in the tax take on household wealth. Private wealth has 
grown substantially in relation to the size of the economy – mostly through unearned increases in 
asset values – while personal wealth in the UK is much more unequally distributed than income, 
with financial wealth the most unequally distributed of all. Wealth has also become increasingly 
concentrated in recent decades, and it is disproportionately held by older people, which means that 
taxing wealth also reduces intergenerational inequality.

Despite this, the UK tax system is disproportionately dependent on taxing income, with less than 4% 
of all tax revenue coming from taxes on wealth (Stamp Duty on property and shares, Capital Gains 
and Inheritance Tax, but excluding Council Tax).36 This accounts for a tiny proportion of total private 
asset holdings.

There are various ways to raise revenue from changes to wealth taxation.

One option would be to apply a modest annual levy on all property, household and commercial. A 
levy of, say, 0.5% a year would transfer that proportion of ownership to the fund (up to a limit of, 
say, 10% as in the scrip tax). After a decade, the fund would own a 5% stake in all property. The 
revenue would be realised when the house is sold. Such a charge would have a further advantage – 
it would gradually lower house prices. A similar proposal for a ‘new proportional or progressive tax on 
property values’ to replace Council Tax has been made by the Resolution Foundation. They estimate 
such a move would raise up to an additional £12bn a year over and above the existing yield from 
Council Tax.37

Another option would be to increase the yield from Inheritance Tax (this currently raises £3bn), by 
turning it into a Lifetime Gift Tax and basing it on capital gains, yielding an additional estimated 
£3bn. Another candidate would be to change the level of Capital Gains Tax to align it with Income 
Tax rates, and eliminating the Capital Gains Tax allowance, which would yield £8bn.

The yields from direct taxes on property, if politically feasible, are potentially large. Taxing capital 
gains on all housing transactions would yield £26bn, while an exemption on the first £100,000 would 
substantially reduce the number of property owners who would have to pay such a tax (although also 
lowering the yield).

We assume new taxes on private wealth could raise some £22bn a year.

There is a range of different options, involving different mixes of additional taxation, for raising the 
necessary revenue. By way of illustration, our suggested approach – for raising £50bn a year – would 
be as follows.
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Table 2: Annual contributions to the fund.

This additional taxation amounts to under 2.5% of gross domestic product (GDP) a year. Around 
90% would come from new levies on wealth, which would be transferred into the fund. This and the 
endowment would secure a substantial permanent fund that continues to grow over time.

How quickly could a fund be built?
In the Appendix we model a number of outcomes over 10, 20, and 50 years – based on two 
alternative levels of contribution (£50bn pa and £25bn pa) and an initial endowment of £100bn. We 
also model how much money the fund could pay out over time with different assumptions. Based on 
past experience of large Sovereign Wealth Funds, we assume that the fund could expect an average 
annual real rate of return of a minimum of 4%.38

Our baseline assumption is that the fund would accumulate from years 0–9, and then pay out its 
dividend income from year 10. We model two different approaches:

• First, that it pays out half its dividend from year 10, re-investing the other half.

• Second, that it starts paying out all the dividend income from year 10, which would provide more 
benefits sooner but would slow the growth of the fund in the future.

With a full payout of all the dividends, Figure 3 shows that the fund, with the most generous tax 
contribution rate of £50bn a year, would be worth £713bn after 10 years, £1.7tr after 30 years and 
£2.7tr by year 50. This would enable payouts of £27bn in year 10, £66bn in year 30 and £105bn in year 
50, as per Figure 4. Significantly, over time the fund would continue to grow – both absolutely and as 
a ratio of GDP – playing an increasingly central role in meeting the fund’s social goals.

On the second assumption – that only half the dividend is paid out – the fund would grow more 
quickly, reaching £2.3tr by year 30 and £4.6tr by year 50. If only £25bn in extra taxes were paid in, 
the fund would grow more slowly (see Appendix tables, pages 50–51). We also examine the effect of 
using borrowing alone, with no tax input. These show that although providing an initial endowment is 
important, the annual contribution plays the most important role in growing the fund.

Source Amount

Additions to National Insurance £6bn

Scrip tax £12bn

Mergers and acquisition charge, windfall taxes and corporate fines £10bn

Taxes on personal wealth £22bn

Total £50bn
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Figure 3: Size of fund after 10, 20 and 50 years on different assumptions (£bn).

Source: Own calculations.

Figure 4:  Size of dividend payments after 10, 20 and 50 years on different 
assumptions (£bn).

Source: Own calculations.
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Of course there are multiple ways in which these dividends could be used. Safeguards are essential 
to ensure that governments do not just reduce their own spending on existing services, and 
substitute the revenue from the Social Wealth Fund instead.

One possibility would be to structure a fund in such a way that the dividends could be used to 
boost investment and infrastructure spending. The UK certainly has a longstanding problem of 
under-investment, both private and public. There is a case for establishing a quite separate Public 
Investment Fund,39 but such a fund would be much closer to a state Sovereign Wealth Fund, with the 
dividends used for state-guided public investment, than the Social Wealth Fund models examined in 
this report. We have not modelled this proposal further, but it would merit further investigation, and 
we note the most prominent example of such a fund is Temasek in Singapore.40

In the next sections, we explore in more detail two possible models for paying out.

Section 5 examines the potential of a Citizens’ Dividend Fund to deliver new cash payments to 
citizens through a modest citizens’ dividend together with a lump sum ‘next generation’ cash 
payment to all those aged 25.

Section 6 examines the potential for a Social Care Fund paying for a new universal basic service, the 
extension of free social care for all who need it.



Section 5

The Citizens’  
Dividend Fund
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One way to distribute the gains of the Wealth Fund would be through direct cash transfers to all 
citizens. We have argued that this approach represents a pure Citizens’ Wealth Fund. All citizens 
own an equal share of the fund and all benefit directly – in cash – from the fund’s growth. Using the 
disbursements for equal cash payments would also be progressive, and would be an additional direct 
measure aimed at tackling poverty and inequality.

In this sense, the fund could be seen as an additional fiscal instrument, a new pro-equality special 
vehicle, aimed at building a more resilient society by supplementing the existing system of social 
protection in a more fragile world.

There is considerable evidence of the progressive impact of cash transfers. The Alaskan social 
dividend scheme, paid annually to all citizens, is direct, high profile and popular, and has helped 
Alaska become one of the most economically equal of all US states.41,42 Cash benefits for families 
have important positive consequences for child development, including educational attainment, 
social and behavioural development, and physical health.43,44

Such payments – provided as of right from shared ownership of the fund and paid directly to 
citizens – would also be one way of securing the personal commitment necessary for the success of 
this model.

Here we explore the possibility of a two-part model for such payments . First, an equal unconditional 
citizens’ dividend paid to all. This would mirror part of the Alaskan model and secure a key principle 
for such a fund – that all benefit directly.

Second, a much larger unconditional capital grant of £5,000 – a ‘next generation payment’ – would 
be made to everyone on reaching the age of 25. This one-off lump sum – first advocated by the 
champion of democracy, Thomas Paine, in his 1796 pamphlet Agrarian Justice 45 – would come at an 
age when young people are planning their futures and help boost the economic prospects of young 
people.

We have already modelled ways of building a large Social Wealth Fund, depending on different 
assumptions about the rate of accumulation and the ratio of dividends that would be paid out. We 
can therefore calculate how much would be available, using the model of a £50bn annual payment 
and a 4% return, if the fund was used solely for paying an annual citizens’ dividend.

Alaska Permanent Fund
The Alaska Permanent Fund is a constitutionally established fund managed by a state-owned 
corporation, the Alaska Permanent Fund Corporation (APFC). It was established in Alaska in 
1976 from the proceeds of oil. It is the first and only wealth fund to distribute its returns through 
a citizens’ dividend programme. The fund currently holds over $57.3bn (£40.5bn) in assets. The 
lowest individual dividend payout was $331 in 1984 and the highest was $2,072 in 2015. In order 
to smooth out the dividend and mitigate against years of poor revenue (like 2008) the amount 
is calculated using an average of the last five years of revenue.

An equal dividend is paid to anyone who has been resident in the state for a full calendar year 
and makes a commitment to remain in the state for the future. Parents receive the dividend on 
behalf of eligible children in their care. Children are eligible to receive the dividend from the first 
year that they are born and do not need to complete a full year before receiving it.
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On these assumptions, as shown in Table 3, a fund of £100bn would be able to pay all citizens a 
social dividend of £60 pa. A fund of £700bn (achievable after a decade with this model) would pay 
out £430 pa, rising to £765 per person after 20 years and £1,200 after 37 years. These sums compare 
with annual payments in Alaska, which have averaged $1,150 since 1982.

Table 3: Payout of an annual unconditional social dividend by size of fund.

Source: Own calculations.

Paying out a £5,000 capital grant to all 25-year-olds would cost £4.6bn per year and would require a 
fund of £115bn. With a fund of £700bn, it would be possible to pay £5,000 to all 25-year-olds along 
with a social dividend to all of £350 pa, while a fund of £1.2tr would pay the capital grant and a social 
dividend of £665 per person.

At a time when advanced economies need new forms of social protection to deal with today’s 
higher rates of low pay, in-work poverty and destitution, such flat rate payments would help make 
household finances more robust, lower the risk of in-work poverty and improve systems of social 
protection.

Steps to a Universal Basic Income
An alternative approach would be to recast the gradual rise in citizens’ dividend as steps towards 
the introduction of a fuller, Universal Basic Income (UBI). A UBI would pay a tax-free, unconditional 
and non-contributory weekly income to every individual as of right, irrespective of how much they 
earned or their work status – guaranteeing a no-strings-attached minimum, secure income for all. 
A UBI would sit alongside the existing social security system (replacing some of it and parts of the 
tax system over time) and would involve a profound shift in the way Income Support is organised in 
the UK.

Supporters of a UBI see it as a springboard for progressive change, as a big idea that could 
contribute to the building of a fairer and more secure society. An idea that a few years ago was 
widely dismissed as somewhat eccentric is now enjoying a remarkable global momentum, in part 
because of growing social and economic risks in a more fragile world, the rise of institutionalised 
inequality and the increasing inadequacy of modern social security systems to deal with these 
problems. Although it is an idea that remains controversial, the debate about UBI has in many ways 
moved on from questions of desirability to those of feasibility. 46 One of the most important of these 
questions is: is it affordable?

Size of fund £100bn £500bn £700bn £1£1.2tr £2tr

How long to build? 0 years 7 years 10 years 20 years 37 years

Total annual payout £4bn £20bn £30bn £50bn £80bn

Annual social dividend 
for all

£60 £304 £430 £765 £1,200
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The gross cost of a UBI based on modest ‘starting level’ payments – £40 per week per child and 
those over 65; £50 per week for young adults; and £60 per week for those aged 26–64 – would 
be some £173bn pa.47 This gross cost, however, would be reduced by the savings associated with 
the introduction of a UBI. The most important of these would be the saving of £90bn a year from 
the withdrawal of current personal tax allowances. This alone would reduce the cost to a more 
manageable £80bn. Savings in existing benefit payments would amount to up to a further £20bn, 
reducing the net cost to around £60bn. On the assumptions set out above, this would require a fund 
(devoted entirely to UBI payments) of around £1.5tr and would take just over 25 years to build. To pay 
UBI and a ‘next generation grant’ to all 25-year-olds would require a fund of £1.61tr.

These figures suggest that it would be possible to introduce a UBI, with modest payments, and in 
steps, during the lifetime of a single generation. From then the levels of payments could be raised 
gradually, in line with the steady growth in the size of the fund. Studies have shown that a ‘modified 
UBI’, even paid at ‘starter rates’, would reduce poverty and inequality and, crucially, extend the 
universality of the present system, reducing dependency on means testing by about a fifth.48

The link between a UBI and a Citizens’ Wealth Fund is important. It is an extension of the case for 
an annual citizens’ dividend, with part of the pool of national wealth returned to citizens through 
a regular weekly cash payment. A UBI paid through an independent vehicle rather than the state 
gives it a public legitimacy that might not emerge if it was seen merely as part of the state’s welfare 
system.



Section 6

The Social Care  
Trust Fund
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In contrast to our model of a Citizens’ Wealth Fund that provides direct cash benefits to all citizens, 
Social Investment Funds could be used to help finance new universal public services that command 
widespread public support but are currently not fully funded.

This model has a strong element of intergenerational fairness, as we are saving up now to provide 
key services that the next generation may well find it more difficult to fund in the future. In addition, 
by taxing wealth to provide some of the funding, we are ensuring that existing wealth pools – which 
are disproportionately owned by older generations – are preserved and shared across all generations, 
current and future.

A number of different Social Investment Funds could be created, for example aimed at preventive 
services for young people, as suggested by the Early Action Task Force.49 However, we focus on social 
care for three reasons: the demographics suggest that demand for these services is going to rise 
rapidly, increasing the intergenerational problem of future funding; public support for this service, 
particularly in conjunction with the NHS, is high; and social care provision is widely recognised to be 
in serious crisis, with urgent debate on how to meet its long-term funding needs. The Treasury and 
the Office for Budget Responsibility have both made long-term projections that show the pressures 
on spending on both health and social care that will arise in the future due to an ageing population.50

While there is broad agreement that the current system is both unsustainable and unfair, there is 
little consensus on how to fund a more equitable replacement. The creation of a Social Investment 
Fund could provide the long-term funding solution needed, by creating a dedicated, permanent trust 
fund whose dividends would ultimately provide the basis for fully funding adult social care free at the 
point of use on a long-term basis.

While this would be a new departure for the UK, some elements of such an approach have already 
been adopted by Australia, which has set up a series of Future Funds to fund a variety of social 
investments in key services.

Australian Government Future Fund
The Australia Future Fund is an independently managed Sovereign Wealth Fund that was 
initially established in 2006 to meet future Civil Service pension obligations. It is funded 
by receipts of AUS $50bn from the sale of Telstra, the national telecoms company, but 
supplemented by direct government grants, and is now worth AUS $139bn (£75bn, US $107bn).

Over time, Australia has taken the unusual action of creating four additional funds for a variety 
of social goals, all managed centrally by the Board of Guardians of the main Future Fund in a 
common investment pool.

In 2008 two Nation Building Funds were established: the Education Investment Fund to help 
fund the school system; and the Building Australia Fund to invest in infrastructure like roads, rail, 
ports and broadband.

In 2013 the Disability Care Australia Fund was set up to fund the National Disability Insurance 
Scheme and this currently has AUS $10.4bn under management.

Finally, in 2014 the Medical Research Future Fund was created to fund critical medical research. 
The fund currently has AUS $6.7bn under management.
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The principles of a Social Care Trust Fund
Our proposal is that the government set up an independently managed, ring-fenced and permanent 
Social Care Trust Fund for England,51 funded by contributions both from an increased and 
hypothecated National Insurance tax and taxes on private wealth, as discussed in Section 4, but with 
less emphasis on corporate wealth. Once properly funded, the Social Care Trust Fund could within 
a decade provide a regular, sustained and permanent dividend that would be enough to fully fund a 
universal social care system.

The logic of treating social care as a universal service is compelling. It would be fairer to patients, 
who would have a uniform and integrated system of free care, from hospitals to residential care to 
domiciliary support, eliminating the postcode lottery of which services are funded and at what level 
by cash-strapped local authorities. And, crucially, it would tackle the unfair burden that currently falls 
on some people who suffer from certain illnesses such as dementia, but not others such as cancer, a 
key failing identified by the 2011 Dilnot Report into social care funding, by spreading the risk among 
the whole population.52

It would also help facilitate the goal of having the NHS and social care systems working together 
to deliver a seamless service for patients, something that many recent reports have recommended. 
In the long term, better provision and better funding of social care could save money for the overall 
health budget by releasing beds needed for acute hospital care that are occupied by patients who 
could be better served by social care.

The Social Care Trust Fund would be set up as an independent body with its own trustees who 
would be responsible for managing the fund’s assets, deciding on disbursement rates, and investing 
responsibly, leaving government with the ultimate responsibility for managing social care on behalf 
of its citizens. They would be advised by two advisory boards, one consisting of medical experts and 
another of citizens, which might take the form of a Citizens’ Council.53 As with other funds, it would 
employ professional managers to build a global investment fund and set targets for its returns that 
take into account ethical considerations.

The trustees would also be responsible for preparing a five-yearly long-term evaluation over a 
30–40 year time horizon of the demand for adult social care, and what level of funding would be 
needed to meet that demand. The trustees would use the evaluation to balance future needs, met by 
retaining gains to grow the fund, and current needs, met by disbursements. The evaluation would also 
be used to inform public debate.

Who would be eligible?
The anomalies and inconsistences in our current system of social care have been thoroughly 
documented by a 2014 National Audit Commission report54 and more recently by a 2017 House of 
Lords report on the long-term sustainability of the NHS and adult social care55 and the Communities 
and Local Government Committee on Adult Social Care.56

Our initial focus would be on the residential and care needs of the over-65s, who make up two-thirds 
of all adult social care users.57 The new approach would mean that there was a uniform assessment 
of the level of needs and equal ability to fund both residential and domiciliary care if needed 
across the country as a whole. Current government estimates are that 300,000 older people are 
in residential and nursing homes, while 800,000 receive domiciliary care, but equality of treatment 
could lead to fewer people in residential or hospital care and more looked after at home.
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Costing our proposal
The Institute for Fiscal Studies has calculated that the total cost of adult social care provided by 
local authorities in England is £16.5bn,58 while the National Audit Office estimates an additional 
£10bn59 is spent on care and support by self-funders, and there is an additional £1.6bn spent by the 
NHS in its continuing care budget. We have not costed the amount of voluntary care provided by 
friends and relatives, and how that might be affected by the changes we are proposing.

We therefore take £25–£30bn as our baseline funding objective, while recognising that strains in the 
system have already led to the underfunding by local government of both domiciliary and residential 
care services, putting pressure on private providers and staff working in these services alike. The aim 
would be to create a single budget for social care independent of local authority funding, who would 
have more resources released for their other responsibilities.

Drawing on the higher funding model laid out in Section 4, a Social Care Wealth Fund could reach 
this level of payout in 10 years if all dividends were fully distributed. This would require a higher 
contribution from hypothecated payments such as National Insurance.

The funding model
Evidence from the British Attitudes Survey suggests that there has been a shift in public opinion 
towards spending more on funding services rather than cutting taxes.60 This is especially true if 
citizens believe their taxes are going to be used only for a specific service that has wide public 
support, and cannot be ‘raided’ by the Treasury. This can be demonstrated by attitudes to the 
National Insurance system, which many people already believe, incorrectly, is being used to fund the 
NHS.61

This suggests that a hypothecated tax that focused just on health or social care could be both 
popular and politically feasible, a point now conceded by Lord Macpherson, the former Permanent 
Secretary to the Treasury, who has changed his mind and now accepts there would be public support 
for a hypothecated tax to fund the NHS.62 Building a permanent trust fund would also mean that 
one of the main objections to hypothecation, namely that demand for services would rise precisely 
when tax revenues fell, would not apply. The Barker Report,63 the House of Commons CLG Select 
Committee,64 and the Lords Select Committee65 have all argued that further consideration should 
be given to the possibility of fully hypothecated taxes to pay for NHS care. The Barker Report also 
suggested an increase in National Insurance rates and the partial abolition of the exemption from 
National Insurance payments for those over 65.66

There is also growing recognition that in the interests of intergenerational fairness, taxes on wealth 
might need to be increased to pay for services such as social care that will become more expensive 
in the future. This view is strongly held by the Intergenerational Commission headed by Lord Willetts.67 
The Barker Report suggested that the government should undertake a comprehensive review of 
wealth and property taxation with a view to spending all of the proceeds on social care.68 The House 
of Commons CLG Committee have also recommended looking at the possibility of taxing wealth, for 
example through Inheritance Tax.69

Of course, this long-term approach does not eliminate the need for further tax-funded expenditure 
to meet the immediate needs of the NHS and social care system – but it would change the terms of 
the debate by introducing a separate but permanent funding stream for the most under-funded and 
poorly organised part of the health care system.



Section 7

The Urban  
Land Trusts
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Our third proposed Social Wealth Fund, the Urban Land Trusts, differ from the previous two 
proposals in several ways. First, they are based on the better utilisation of existing public resources 
– development land and public property holdings – rather than relying on taxation. Second, as they 
are local rather than national, they could be rolled out on a regional basis, for example in areas of 
high housing demand. Third, the trusts can take advantage of many existing or previously used 
powers. Nevertheless, they also share many of the key characteristics of all our collectively owned 
funds: the common ownership of a public resource held in trust for its citizens; a shared collective 
goal of providing what was once seen as a quasi-universal public service (housing); and independent 
management and control coupled with a team of in-house development professionals working 
towards public rather than private goals.

Urban Land Trusts that are locally based would have many advantages. They are more likely to be 
able to adapt to local conditions, to gain public buy-in, and they could be created sequentially so 
that their benefits can be demonstrated before they are adopted nationally.

Our proposal would mean a phased expansion of the role of the state to ensure an increase in 
housing supply, including public housing. The Land Trust should primarily be responsible for ensuring 
there is enough land available for future housing development, building on the huge reservoir of land 
already owned by the public estate. This would ensure that land for public housing was available 
where it was needed, and increasing the overall supply of development land would also reduce the 
cost of land, now a key element in the explosive growth of house prices.

Our proposal aims to create a series of Urban Land Trusts based on consolidating and professionally 
managing the portfolio of existing publicly owned land and property suitable for development, which 
they would hold and own in perpetuity as a public trust. This would include the land that is currently 
under the control and management of the Crown Estate, central government, and other public 
bodies such as the NHS and Network Rail.70

We recognise that while the supply and cost of land plays a key role in the provision of housing, other 
policies will also be needed to tackle the housing crisis, including increased borrowing for public 
housing, controls on the private rented sector and changes to the planning system.

Key aims of the Urban Land Trust
1.  Retain public land in social ownership.

2.  Acquire additional land at existing use value.

3.  Ensure an adequate supply of social housing on public land.

4.   Lease land to the private sector for residential and commercial development, with strict 
conditions.

5.   Ensure that land held by house builders and investors that already has planning permission is 
used for development.
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Core principles
The trusts would be bound by a number of core principles. First, they would be managed by an 
independent board, consisting of local people as well as local government and social landlord 
representatives; the board would manage the governance of the trust and ensure that it met its 
social purposes. The primary aim of these regional Land Trusts would be to retain the public land that 
they own and use it to build the next generation of social housing as well as other suitable private 
sector developments, on a leasehold basis.

The government owns substantial land, which it struggles to either identify or value. We estimate 
that there is £300bn of publicly owned land suitable for development, much of it located in urban 
areas of high housing demand.71 Some estimates suggest it could accommodate two million homes.72

Working closely with the planning authorities, the trusts would be required, where there is demand for 
new housing, to identify and obtain additional parcels of land suitable for housing, which they would 
acquire at existing agricultural use prices. Social housing would have the first call on development 
land owned by the trust, but over time excess land could be used for private development, which 
would be offered on a leasehold basis. The trust would have the power to borrow in order to 
acquire land and carry out site preparation, secured against its existing land portfolio, and, where 
appropriate, borrow to build social housing.

The lease arrangement would enable the trusts to ensure that they retain control over private 
developments, including the provision of adequate infrastructure and inclusion of social provision. 
It would also include provisions for the forfeiture of land for non-compliance with the conditions 
stipulated in the lease.

Any leasing income from residential, commercial and retail development would be ring-fenced and 
used by the Urban Land Trust to meet its aims, including improvements to local infrastructure and 
repayment of debt.

The day-to-day management of the trust would be done by property management professionals 
directly employed by the trust. They would work closely with the planners, the local authorities and 
other social landlords, and, where appropriate, private sector developers who are prepared to adhere 
to social goals. A good example of how this could work in practice is provided by the Crown Estate.

The Crown Estate
The Crown Estate comprises the land and property that belongs to the monarch by virtue of 
holding that office. Since 1760 the net income from the management of the property under the 
Crown Estate has been passed to the Treasury in return for living expenses for the monarch.

The Crown Estate is now a decidedly modern and independent property management company 
that has transformed the estate into a significant revenue-raising vehicle. It generated £329m 
a year of net profit in 2017 on its £12.4bn portfolio that grew by 6.7% and 12.2% respectively in 
the last year.73

The Crown Estate’s approach combines the effective management of a large and diverse 
portfolio of land and property – on a leasehold basis – with a high rate of return, while taking 
into account social as well as commercial objectives. Its investment strategy takes into account 
social and environmental costs of development, for example building key worker housing in 
central London.
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Joined up action by the public sector
It is important that Urban Land Trusts works closely with local authorities, both in terms of their 
planning and housing responsibilities, including the creation of strategic plans.

In addition, local authorities could transfer all their land and property to the trusts. This would ensure 
that their public land could not be sold, and would enable the trusts to coordinate the management 
to achieve efficiencies and improve service delivery through co-location of services and potentially 
free up both land and floor space (developed or leased). This is already being pioneered in England by 
the Place Partnership, which manages the land owned by six public sector bodies in Worcestershire.

Benefits: tackling the high cost of land
A serious challenge to building good quality social housing is the high cost of land. Land now 
makes up a significant proportion of the cost of housing in many areas (up to 70% in some areas), 
compared to just 1% for New Town developments such as Milton Keynes or Harlow.74

Building on land already in public ownership will allow the Urban Land Trusts to build social housing 
at a much lower cost. Even after taking into account site preparation costs, this means that the 
development will recover its costs faster than private developments that need to recover the cost 
paid for the land.

In addition to building on land already in public sector ownership, there must be a mechanism 
to ensure that it can acquire additional land at existing use value. Other countries, particularly 
in continental Europe, have established mechanisms to ensure that the state can acquire land 
without compensating landowners for any ‘future hope value’. For example, Uppsala in Sweden has 
implemented a programme of municipal land acquisition and development that has expanded the 
supply of housing (see box overleaf).

The Place Partnership
The Place Partnership is a mutual, set up with support from the One Public Estate team by six 
local agencies in Worcestershire, to collectively manage their entire land and property portfolio 
with the goal of improving service delivery, lowering costs and releasing land and property for 
other uses. The partners are Worcester City Council, Worcestershire County Council, Hereford 
& Worcester Fire Authority, Redditch Borough Council, West Mercia Police and Warwickshire 
Police.

The Place Partnership demonstrates that public sector bodies can already start to benefit from 
combining their land and property assets without the need for additional legislation or central 
government action. It has succeeded in improving service delivery and lowering costs by, for 
example, aggregating property management services and rationalising the existing estate. The 
co-location of services has also freed up land and property, which can then either be utilised by 
the partners or leased out to generate an income stream.
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To implement this would involve two key changes in the law: the right of the Urban Land Trust to 
acquire land at existing use value, repealing the Land Compensation Act of 1961; and changes to 
planning law to simultaneously designate such areas as suitable for housing development. This is 
precisely the approach adopted in the UK when New Towns were set up, and some of the powers of 
New Towns to do this still exist under current legislation, but have not been used.75

Further legal powers may also be needed to force private landowners to bring forward the 
development of land with residential planning permission, with the threat that it could otherwise 
be acquired by the Urban Land Trust. According to government figures, there is enough land with 
planning permission for 420,000 houses where building has not yet commenced, much of it held in 
land banks by either house-builders or investment firms.76

Benefits: building affordable new homes
A trust’s primary aim would be to ensure the building of the truly affordable social housing that is 
so urgently needed. This could be done by the trust in a number of ways. One option would be for 
the trust to contract out the building of the properties on land that it already owns while retaining 
full ownership. Upon completion of the social housing the trust could either manage the housing 
itself or transfer them, together with the debt, to the control of the local authority or social landlord. 
Alternatively it could lease the land to the local authorities directly at no additional cost but under 
defined conditions. Finally, it could set strict and enforceable conditions on private developers 
who would then build within the parameters set out in the leaseholder agreement. In this case the 
trust would receive an income from the regular leaseholder payments, which could be structured to 
capture all of the economic rent.

The Urban Land Trusts should aim to build or enable the building of up to 100,000 additional social 
houses per year, which over 10 years, when coupled with the release of additional land for private 
sector house building, would dramatically increase housing supply to meet the needs of the next 
generation. In the immediate post-war years the New Town Development Corporations, using a 

Uppsala Land Assembly Model
The Swedish City Region of Uppsala was facing the same challenges as the UK: house builders 
were not able to meet the demand; the lack of housing supply partly leading to higher prices; a 
very concentrated house building sector; and a lack of proactive state engagement in the land 
market.

Uppsala decided to take action. The model works as follows. First the council identifies the 
development that they want to build and purchases the land at existing use value. The council 
then develops the master plan and sub-divides the plan into a number of sub-plots. They then 
sell the land to developers together with a commitment to build on the sub-plots within a given 
timeframe. The price of the land is dependent on what is going to be built, meaning that land is 
cheaper for social housing than for market rate developments.

Uppsala has demonstrated that an active role by local government in land supply has increased 
the supply of housing, given a greater role to small builders and improved the quality and 
diversity of the properties. By delivering real results (i.e. building new good quality housing and 
improved infrastructure) they have gained long-term cross-party support for this expansion of 
the state’s role.
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combination of these approaches, succeeded in rapidly increasing the supply of good quality 
housing in metropolitan areas.77

Growing support for a radical approach to housing and land
There is growing public support across all political parties that something radical needs to be done 
to ensure the future supply of affordable land for housing. The government itself is considering 
measures: to force house builders to release land for development; for providing funds for local 
authority land acquisition and site servicing for development; and to legislate to allow the creation of 
new forms of New Town Development Corporations. Labour’s Shadow Housing Minister John Healey 
has proposed the creation of an English Sovereign Land Trust.78 Think tanks and politicians across 
the political spectrum are urging the repeal of the 1961 Land Compensation Act.79,80 And a number of 
local authorities are also already working together to develop a comprehensive approach to planning 
housing development regionally, for example in the Oxford–Milton Keynes–Cambridge corridor.81 
Urban Land Trusts could play a key role in ensuring that the objective of producing more affordable 
housing is met in the most efficient way possible with local community buy-in.

New Town Development Corporations
The New Town Development Corporations (NTDC) were set up in the 1940s to build New Towns 
around major metropolitan areas such as London to improve the quality of housing and the 
environment for people living in the inner city. In all, 32 were built, and the building programme 
generated over 1.4 million new homes.

The Development Corporations were endowed with extensive powers over land acquisition 
and planning. For example, they had the power to purchase land at existing use value, so that 
that the cost of land was as little as 1% of the total price of construction. The New Towns 
programme was supported by both Labour and Conservative governments in order to tackle 
the post-war housing crisis, and provided with adequate financial resources to ensure that they 
could establish momentum in the early phases of development.



Section 8

Conclusion
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There is growing support among policy makers and politicians across the political spectrum of the 
need for a radical alternative to how we fund public services, provide housing for all, and invest in the 
future of all our citizens.

Influential think tanks, including the Royal Society of Arts82 and the Institute for Public Policy 
Research,83 have proposed the establishment of a Citizens’ Wealth Fund to provide cash benefits 
for citizens, which have been widely reported in the press. The New Economics Foundation has 
suggested the creation of a People’s Land Bank,84 similar to our proposal for Urban Land Trusts, and 
the Blair Commission on Social Justice has suggested the creation of a Sovereign Property Fund.85 
Conservative MP John Penrose has called for a fund paid for by budget surpluses and built up over 
50 years or longer to help pay for unfunded public pension liabilities.86 Fund managers at M&G have 
advocated a gilts-financed fund to pay for increased investment.87

There is also a growing recognition that we need to tackle inequalities of wealth as well as income, 
especially in relation to intergenerational inequality. Former Conservative Cabinet Minister Lord 
Willetts, Chair of the Intergenerational Commission, has strongly argued the case for higher 
wealth taxes on the baby boomer generation.88 The International Monetary Fund  have also joined 
in the growing calls to examine the potential of wealth taxes to tackle inequality.89 A number of 
commissions and reports looking at how to provide long-term funding to the NHS and social care 
budgets have suggested that wealth taxes should be part of the answer.90

The principles underlying such funds are now being more widely acknowledged. ‘Future funds’ – 
through the pooling of public assets – already exist in other countries, notably in Norway, Alaska, 
Australia and New Zealand. Our proposals have drawn on a wide range of experience from many 
countries around the world as well as some important examples in the UK. While many of these 
suggestions differ significantly from the model we are proposing, or only include some elements 
of our approach, similar proposals are emerging across the world. Matt Bruenig, founder of the US 
People’s Policy Project, called for a very similar approach in the New York Times.91

The drive for radical solutions to tackle the housing crisis is also gaining steam, driven by successful 
overseas models of land management, particularly in continental Europe, as well as our own 
successful experience with New Towns. There is growing support across the political spectrum for 
changes to the Land Compensation Act, including from former Conservative Planning Minister 
Nick Boles MP,92 and from think tanks such as Civitas93 and the Centre for Progressive Policy.94 
Independent inquiries into how to solve the housing crisis are underway by Shelter, the Chartered 
Institute of Housing, the Royal Town Planning Association, and the Royal Institution of Chartered 
Surveyors.

The models being advanced in our report are at the radical end of the possible range of proposals. 
Nevertheless, we believe that it is possible to build strong public support for our approach across 
the political spectrum. Social Wealth Funds would provide intergenerational fairness, better public 
services and redistribution of wealth from the few to the many. They would build in a long-term,  
pro-equality bias, allow a new social contract between citizens, state and business that could 
transform the way we run the economy and society, and offer a new strategic route map to a better 
society.
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General
1.  The UK should establish one or more Social Wealth Funds, collectively owned and managed 

independently of government, and held in perpetuity by its citizens.

2.  There should be a new legal framework to ensure the independence of these funds from ordinary 
government spending with an independent Board of Guardians to manage them.

3.  The Board should be required to set investment objectives, including ethical criteria, target rates 
of return, and proposed rate of disbursement, which must not exceed the fund’s income.

4.  Citizens’ Economic Councils should be created to provide input into the objectives and operation 
of the funds.

5.  The funds should receive an initial endowment from the government, including transfer of some 
state assets.

6.  Any taxes raised to build the funds should be hypothecated to the specific purposes of the funds 
and ring-fenced.

7.  New taxes on wealth and corporations should be considered to help raise the necessary funds.

8.  Initially the funds should be allowed to grow for at least 10 years before any disbursements are 
made.

9.  There are two options for spending the proceeds of a new Wealth Fund established on the above 
principles, one based on cash payments and one on funding universal basic services.

Option one: a Citizens’ Dividend Fund
10.  The annual revenue from the fund should be used to pay an annual, equal cash dividend to all 

citizens together with a one-off payment of £5,000 to all citizens at the age of 25.

11.  Eventually, the fund could build to a level sufficient to pay for a Universal Basic Income.

Option two: a Social Care Trust Fund
12.  As an alternative to a citizens’ dividend fund, a ring-fenced Social Care Trust Fund could be 

established to fully fund adult social care, both residential and domiciliary, in the long term.

13.  The fund would underpin the transfer of responsibility for adult social care funding, and the 
setting of criteria for eligibility, from local authorities to the national level, with over-65 social 
care as the first priority.

Urban Land Trusts
14.  As well as paying a social dividend or ensuring free social care, the UK should establish a series 

of Urban Land Trusts to ensure an adequate supply of land for housing by consolidating the 
ownership of undeveloped public land into a series of local bodies that would hold it in perpetuity.

15.  The Urban Land Trusts should have the power:

• to develop land and build housing and infrastructure, including borrowing powers, based on the 
powers that have been available to both New Town and Urban Development Corporations;
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• to acquire additional land for residential and housing development at existing use values. This 
would require changes to the Land Compensation Act 1961 and planning law;

• to take action to ensure that privately owned land with planning permission is brought forward 
for development, including by acquisition;

• to lease rather than sell land to private builders and developers, using any income received to 
fund improvements to local infrastructure and repay any borrowing.
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Modelling a Citizens’ Wealth Fund
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Endowment £100bn & annual contribution £50bn

 10 years
(£bn)

20 years
(£bn)

30 years
(£bn)

40 years
(£bn)

50 years
(£bn)

4% payout – fund total 713 1203 1693 2183 2673

4% payout – dividend 27 46 66 85 105

2% payout – fund total 726 1422 2269 3303 4563

2% payout – dividend 13 27 44 64 89

Endowment £100bn & annual contribution £25bn

 10 years
(£bn)

20 years
(£bn)

30 years
(£bn)

40 years
(£bn)

50 years
(£bn)

4% payout – fund total 388 628 868 1108 1348

4% payout – dividend 15 24 34 43 53

2% payout – fund total 395 744 1170 1689 2322

2% payout – dividend 7 14 22 33 45

Only endowment £100bn

 10 years
(£bn)

20 years
(£bn)

30 years
(£bn)

40 years
(£bn)

50 years
(£bn)

4% payout – fund total 74 74 74 74 74

4% payout – dividend 3 3 3 3 3

2% payout – fund total 76 92 112 137 167

2% payout – dividend 1.5 1.8 2.2 2.7 3.3
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Assumptions:

Real rate of return (average) of 4% pa.

Funds grow without withdrawals for the first 10 years.

Dividend payments thereafter at either real rate of return (4%) with no reinvestment, or 2% with 
reinvestment of remaining 2%.

Only annual contribution £50bn

 10 years
(£bn)

20 years
(£bn)

30 years
(£bn)

40 years
(£bn)

50 years
(£bn)

4% payout – fund total 650 1150 1650 2150 2650

4% payout – dividend 24 44 64 84 104

2% payout – fund total 662 1355 2199 3228 4483

2% payout – dividend 12 26 42 62 87
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